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A coloring book that will relax and inspire, all the while transporting you to a world filled with birds
and butterflies waiting to be brought to vivid life.Grab your colored pens and pencils, open this book
and discover the world of birds and butterflies. This intricate coloring book takes you on a journey in
the sky, where beautifully detailed illustrations are waiting to be brought to colorful life. Along the
way, search for small creatures hidden behind leaves and feathers. And don't forget to create your
own designs in the blank spaces, where your inspiration will act as a guide.Appealing to all ages,
Birds & Butterflies is both beautiful and inspirational. This book will reveal the artistic side you may
not know you have, and allow you to forget your worries and relax as you enter this wonderful and
intricate world.
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Summary:"Birds and Butterflies" contains 84 full size illustrations, 5 pages of introductory material,
and a 7 page glossary. It measures 9.75 inches square and is glue bound in a laminated cover- the
inside of which is partially colorable. Featuring nature inspired drawings or birds, flowers, and
insects, this book would be appropriate for most colorists(excepting young children) and all
experience levels.Paper:The paper contained in this book is bright white and fairly heavy(think
scrapbooking weight). All pages are double sided and non-perforated. I am able to see the printing
on the reverse in some areas. Pencils, crayons, watercolors, and chalk should all be appropriate for
use, but markers and pens will either bleedthrough or cause shadowing. If you do choose to use ink

mediums, keep in mind that you will ruin one side of the page. Be sure to test them in the back of
the book before applying to your picture and place some extra sheets of paper behind your current
project.Artwork:As stated in the title, "Birds and Butterflies" features insects and birds in a line
drawing style. Inside you'll see peacocks, penguins, pelicans, and more- along with a nice selection
of butterflies, moths, and flowers. There are also some fish, fancy hats, and tea sets sprinkled
throughout for variety. The book seems to be evenly split between double and single page spreads,
and most of the artwork does run into the binding. The images included range in style from
whimsical to realistic, and there are some patterns and mandala type pages spaced throughout.
You'll also find a few reverse printed images(black background) to experiment with. Detail level
does vary from page to page, but all of the lines are clean and the pictures are easy to read.
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